


















• Brick & steel exterior walls
• Finishes
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Allowable Areas, Stories, & Height
• Height: 51’-6”; IBC Table 504.3
• Stories: 2; IBC Table 504.4
• Accessory Occupancies
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Floor Floor Area (ft2) Occupancy Occupancy Area (ft2) Percent of Area
First Floor 44,671 H-2 2,898 6.48%
First Floor 44,671 H-3 811 1.64%
First Floor 44,671 A-3 817 1.83%
First Floor Total 9.95%
Accessory Occupancies
Allowable Areas Summary
Occupancy Allowable Area (ft2) Frontage Increase (ft2) Modified Allowable Area (ft2) Actual Occupancy Area (ft2) Ratio to 
Allowable
B – First Floor 92,000 17,250 109,250 34,617 0.317
S-2 – First Floor 104,000 19,500 123,500 8,071 0.065
First Floor Total 44,671 0.382
F-1 - Basement 62,000 11,625 73,625 7,785 0.106
B -Basement 92,000 17,250 109,250 42,190 0.386
S-2 – Basement 104,000 19,500 123,500 1,587 0.013




• 36” & 72” doors only
• Exit Arrangement





First Floor 254 People 866 People Four direct doors, two 44” stairs
Basement 226 People 473 People One direct door, two 44” stairs
Total Building 480 People 1193 People Five direct doors, two 44” stairs
Maximum Diagonal Distance Between Exits Compliant?
First Floor 333’-3” 216’-9” Yes
Basement 333’-3” 179’-9” Yes
Conf. Room B 42’-4” 14’-3” No
Shop 170’-1” 150’-7” Yes
Utility Floor 237’-1” 139’-11” Yes
Basement Fire Separation & Exit Signs
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First Floor Fire Separation & Exit Signs
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Fire Suppression Systems
• 2 wet-pipe systems
• 1 dry-pipe system




Classification Remote Area (ft2)
Density 
(GPM/ ft2)




Light Hazard 1500 0.10 225 250
Ordinary 
Hazard
2500 0.20 130 250
Extra Hazard 
Group I
2500 0.30 100 500
Extra Hazard 
Group II
2500 0.40 100 500
















• Construction – Acceptable to IBC
• Egress – Minor Issue in Single Space
• Fire Suppression – Not acceptable
• Approved by AHJ
• Fire Alarm – More than acceptable
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Performance Based Design - Objectives
• Objective: Life safety of nonlocal 
occupants
• Hostile environment
• Maintain Egress Capacity
• Structural Integrity
• ASET vs RSET
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Metric Value Location
Breathing Zone Temperature 60°C 6’ Above Floor
Egress Hall Visibility 4 m 6’ Above Floor
Steel Structure Temperature 600°C Any steel structure
RSET Development
• Modeled in Pathfinder
• Unoccupied spaces empty
• Random assignment within 
rooms
• Total load: 322 people
• Occupant Characteristics
• Delay to move by space type




Egress Start - 30 Seconds
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Crowding – 60 Seconds
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Stragglers Start– 130 Seconds
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Design Fire 1 – Flammable Storage Room
• Burner: 40 gal Ethyl Alcohol tank
• Additional Fuel: 2 gallon tanks of 
Jet-A on steel racks
• 1-hour rated CMU walls
• 6-in poured concrete slab


















C2H6O 29.67 362 1.33 790 0.171
Jet-A 
(in PE)
C15H32 43.3 220 2.01 500 0.145
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Design Fire Analysis
• Model Run: 4 hours
• Devices
• Sprinkler at 386.5 s
• No heat detectors activate at any 
point.
• Peak smoke discharge: 156 cfm
• Open corridor: 43,000 ft³
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386.5 Seconds
Design Fire Analysis cont.
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1 Hour 2.5 Hours
Risk Assessment
• Extremely unlikely ignition
• Alcohol must be left unsealed
• Sparked ignition source must be 
provided
• Consequence is Low
• Successful performance of fire 
suppression





• Structure and construction are 
acceptable
• Minor egress concerns
• Inadequate water supply, but 
approved by AHJ
• More than adequate fire alarm
• Performance
• Under worst-case fire, fire 
suppression is key
• No risk of structural failure
• Life safety only in danger to those 
local to the fire
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Questions?
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